decade after the darkest moments of the financial crisis, both the US financial system and the legal framework for its regulation are still in flux. The post-crisis regulatory framework has made systemically important banks much more resilient. They are substantially better capitalized and less dependent on runnable short-term funding. But the current regulatory framework does not deal effectively with threats to financial stability outside the perimeter of regulated banking organizations, notably from forms of shadow banking. Moreover, with the political tide having for the moment turned decisively toward deregulation, there is some question whether the resiliency improvements of the largest banks will be preserved.
durable this regulatory approach will prove over time. The answer will depend on how financial regulators can and will respond to what will surely be the highly adaptive behavior of financial market participants to changes in regulation, technology, and the overall market environment. The hurdles to doing so, both political and institutional, are substantial. While regulators have ample legal authority to contain risks at prudentially regulated banking organizations, over time they may lack the will or organizational capacity to exercise those authorities effectively. It is doubtful whether they have adequate authority to address threats to financial stability that may arise outside the perimeter of prudentially regulated firms. In particular, there is reason for concern about appropriate regulation of liquidity and short-term finance, which would likely be at the center of a future crisis. Thus, while the resiliency of the financial system is likely to remain fairly high in the near term, the medium-and longer-term prospects are hazier than one might hope.
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A Brief Overview of Financial Regulation Since the New Deal
The Banking Act of 1933, more commonly known as the Glass-Steagall Act, which passed against the backdrop of a different kind of financial crisis, adopted a structural approach by separating and then, in various ways, protecting commercial banking from investment banking and trading. The ensuing stability in the banking system occasioned only modest changes in financial regulation for the better part of 40 years. However, from the late 1960s into the early 1970s, the demise of the Bretton Woods system, adverse macroeconomic conditions, and increasing international competition posed big challenges for what had been the relatively safe and profitable-but not particularly innovative-business of commercial banking. In addition, capital markets activities made incursions into areas previously dominated by commercial banks. As inflation ballooned in the 1970s, banks faced regulatory limits on the interest rate they could pay on bank deposits ("Regulation Q"), and funds flowed into money markets funds instead. On the asset side of the balance sheet, public corporations increasingly turned to commercial paper and public debt markets, thus reducing their demand for bank loans.
As bankers faced the erosion of barriers to competition from nonbank financial institutions, they sought regulatory relief on everything from limits on interstate branching to restrictions on their affiliating with securities underwriters. Bank regulators and legislators, fearing a continued decline of the franchise value of traditional depository institutions, provided a good bit of that relief over a quarter century: for example, the Riegle-Neal Interstate Banking and Branching Efficiency Act of 1994 allowed banks to branch across state lines, and the Financial Services Modernization Act of 1999 (the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act) allowed commercial banks, investment banks, securities firms, and insurance companies to combine under the umbrella of a bank holding company.
Given that market pressures had undermined the rationale for, and effectiveness of, the New Deal regulatory framework, many of these steps were reasonable. However, the old regulatory framework was not replaced with a new one, other than the formalization of relatively modest capital requirements following the troubles of Latin American debt and the savings and loan industry in the 1980s. The removal of many activity and affiliation restrictions freed banks to grow and to acquire or develop trading and investment banking units. Meanwhile, "shadow banking" grew rapidly: the term refers to nonbank financial institutions, including investment banks and money market funds, that receive short-term funding and then make loans or invest in debt-related assets.
This progressive integration of capital markets and traditional lending played a major role in the unsustainable explosion of subprime lending and mortgagebacked securities in the 2000-2006 period. A sharp reduction in the ability of shadow banks to raise capital in short-run markets has an effect similar to the bank runs in the early 1930s, before federal deposit insurance was established. In the 2007-2009 crisis, these new vulnerabilities manifested themselves with a vengeance when short-term wholesale funding (such as repurchase agreements, or "repos") dried up, as investors reacted to the decline in housing prices and questions about the underwriting of mortgage-backed securities.
While the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act that passed in July 2010 emphasized financial stability and systemic risk, it largely eschewed the structural regulatory solutions of the 1930s. It did not seek to reinstate the Glass-Steagall separation of commercial and investment banking, nor to break larger banks into smaller sizes. Instead, the law enacted a broad range of measures, each addressed to a bank practice or shortcoming that was believed to have contributed to the financial crisis. These measures were mostly directed at regulated banking organizations-particularly the largest banks, which were perceived as being treated by government as if they were too-big-to-fail. This focus was understandable given the extraordinary steps taken by the government in response to the actual or potential failure of numerous large financial firms in 2008-2009, including brokered mergers and injections of public capital. Dodd-Frank also includes provisions aimed at the derivatives markets. But otherwise, relatively little attention was paid to potential risks generated outside the perimeter of conventional bank holding companies. This emphasis on regulated banking organizations was again understandable, because much of the pre-crisis shadow banking at least indirectly involved institutions that were regulated banks or, in the case of the surviving large investment banks, had turned themselves into regulated banks.
The Dodd-Frank legislation left to regulatory agencies the task of elaborating its often generally stated standards into detailed regulations. Indeed, by the time Dodd-Frank was passed, the US banking regulatory agencies were well along in a selfimposed task of raising capital requirements and imposing liquidity requirements under existing authority to ensure safety and soundness of banking activities-an enterprise of which Congress was fully aware and appeared to approve.
Accomplishments of Post-Crisis Regulation
While it is obviously too soon to render a complete verdict on the post-crisis regulatory response, three significant accomplishments seem reasonably apparent: tiering of bank regulations by size of institution, greater financial resiliency for bank-related financial institutions, and movement toward an orderly resolution mechanism for failing banks.
Tiering
The 2010 Dodd-Frank legislation established a principle that prudential regulation should vary with the size and systemic importance of banking organizations, based on the magnitude of the negative externalities that would be associated with the stress or failure of various groups of banks. This "tiering" principle was most clearly stated in the Dodd-Frank provision that requires "more stringent" capital, liquidity, risk management, and other standards for banking organizations with more than $50 billion in assets, explicitly "to prevent or mitigate risks to the financial stability of the United States" (Section 165(a) of the Dodd-Frank Act, 12 US Code §5365). Numerous other requirements apply only to banks above a certain size, such as a requirement that a bank's financial resilience be evaluated by calculating how it would perform under a variety of "stress testing" scenarios, and the so-called "Volcker Rule" prohibition against a bank engaging in proprietary trading.
Where the thresholds for application or increased stringency of various regulations should be set has been a continuing source of debate since then. The Financial Regulatory Reform Act in May 2018 that raised the threshold for introducing additional prudential measures from $50 billion in assets all the way to $250 billion probably went too far, but it also implicitly affirmed that the risks faced and created by banks differ substantially, and that effective and efficient regulation should accordingly vary among groups of banks as well. Going forward, this tiering concept should contribute to a better allocation of both the risk management resources of banks and the supervisory resources of financial regulators.
Greater Financial Resiliency for Bank-Related Financial Institutions
The post-crisis regulatory regime has led to a dramatic increase in the resiliency of the prudentially regulated part of the financial system, as measured by 1) the quality and quantity of capital both required and actually maintained by banks; 2) the greater stability of funding sources for banks; and 3) the risk management capacities and practices of banks. This increase in resiliency extends to the surviving large, formerly "free-standing" investment banks, which are now parts of banking holding companies. Because, at present, there is only a moderate amount of runnable short-term funding outside very large banking organizations, the enhanced resiliency of this group of large banking organizations goes a good way toward containing the risk of a major financial crisis.
Capital requirements were traditionally conceived as helping to combat the moral hazard associated with deposit insurance and lender-of-last-resort assistance. (That is, capital requirements were seen as offsetting the unintended consequences of government programs to staunch bank runs.) Today, they are also recognized as an especially supple prudential tool, insofar as they are available to absorb losses from sources both anticipated and unanticipated by bankers and regulators. Although high capital levels may not in themselves prevent unsustainable increases of credit and associated asset price shocks, they mitigate the severity of the negative externalities associated with those shocks. A bank with high capital will be better positioned to continue providing credit in a crisis. It is also less likely to face a need to sell assets at depressed fire sale prices, which can spread distress to other firms.
Capital requirements may be either a simple ratio of capital to assets or "riskweighted." The simple measure, referred to as a "leverage ratio," has a numerator consisting of a bank's common equity and some other forms of loss-absorbing capital such as certain preferred stock, and a denominator consisting of all assets.
2 As the term suggests, a "risk-weighted" capital ratio is calculated by dividing bank capital by a dollar value of assets, other exposures, and off-balance-sheet items that has been adjusted for the perceived riskiness of each asset, determined on the basis of past experience. For the last 30 years, US bank regulations have included both kinds of requirements, on the premise that each compensates in part for the shortcomings of the other. Most regulators here and abroad believe that the risk-weighted requirement should usually be the binding one, while the leverage ratio should help protect against big increases in the riskiness of asset classes above historic norms. Several important changes have been made to regulatory capital requirements in the post-crisis period. Prior to the crisis, there was only an indirect requirement that banks have minimum amounts of common equity, which can most dependably absorb unexpected losses; some hybrid instruments and even certain forms of subordinated debt qualified as "capital." During the crisis, though, bank equity was the capital metric of most, and often sole, interest to investors, counterparties, and analysts. A minimum risk-weighted capital requirement of 4½ percent of common equity has accordingly been added, along with a 2½ percent buffer above the minimum. A firm falling into the buffer range of capital requirements must limit its capital distributions, even if it remains above the minimum levels. Leverage ratio requirements have been increased in the United States (and adopted for the first time in many other countries). For the eight US banks designated as being of global systemic importance (Global Systemically Important Banks, or G-SIBs), surcharges for both risk-weighted and leverage requirements have been added.
The so-called "Collins amendment" in Dodd-Frank requires that even the largest banks meet minimum capital ratios based on standardized risk weights that apply to all banks, rather than rely on an internal ratings-based approach to setting capital levels that uses banks' own models to determine regulatory capital, with its potential for abuse and mistake.
The Federal Reserve has developed a more risk-sensitive capital measure using the annual stress tests required by the Dodd-Frank legislation (Hirtle and Lehnert 2014) . Stress tests involve creating unlikely but plausible severe economic scenarios and then using a supervisory model (maintained by the Fed) to estimate the impact of those scenarios on bank assets and earnings. The large banks subject to the stress are required to limit capital distributions so that even under the scenario conditions they would remain above minimum capital requirements. Thus, even if they were to suffer the projected losses, they could remain viable financial intermediaries. The stress test thus substitutes a more forward-looking projection of capital for the fixed 2½ percent buffer in the point-in-time capital requirements. (For other banks not subject to the stress test, the 2½ percent buffer remains.) The simultaneous and comparable testing of all large banking organizations also gives a more complete picture of potential vulnerabilities across the financial system. With the caveat that changes in accounting rules and regulatory definitions make comparisons somewhat imprecise, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York (2018) calculates that the aggregate risk-weighted common equity ratio of the largest US banks increased from about 7 percent in the years preceding the financial crisis to about 13 percent as of the end of 2017. At its nadir during the crisis, the risk-weighted capital ratio of this group of banks was barely above 4 percent. The leverage ratio for this same group of banks stood at just under 9 percent at the end of 2017, reversing a downward trend in the decade preceding the onset of the crisis to about 6 percent. Individual ratios for the eight US institutions that have been designated as of global systemic importance are reported in Table 1 .
Substantial as this improvement has been, has it has been enough? Cline (2017) concludes from both a careful review of the literature and his own cost-benefit analysis that capital levels should be even higher. A study by Federal Reserve Board researchers reaches a similar conclusion (Firestone, Lorenc, and Ranish 2017) . The robust stress-testing program in the United States has effectively raised requirements above the nominal, point-in-time minimum ratios and buffers described above, though not as high as the approximately 14 percent recommended by Cline and the Federal Reserve researchers. Indeed, the efficacy of the stress test program itself is still limited by the fact that second-order losses, such as would occur from funding disruptions or a need for forced sales of assets at low fire sale prices, have not yet been incorporated into the supervisory model.
With respect to the stability of funding sources, a "liquidity-coverage ratio" regulation requires that the largest banking organizations be able to self-fund for 30 days in a period of stress. This is important because it should provide government authorities with a little time in which to consider how to respond to a possibly crippled large bank. This breathing space stands in contrast to the need to devise a plan over a weekend after Bear Stearns and Lehman experienced runs in the spring and fall of 2008, respectively. However, this liquidity-coverage ratio does not address issues of funding sustainability more generally. Through its supervisory oversight, the Federal Reserve supplements this regulatory requirement with annual quantitative liquidity assessments that are customized to the activities and funding needs of individual large banks.
The Federal Reserve estimates that large banks have reduced their reliance on short-term wholesale funding from an amount equivalent to about 50 percent of total assets in the pre-crisis period to about 30 percent today (Quarles 2018a ). These banks have roughly tripled their holdings of "high-quality liquid assets," defined to include reserves at the Fed, Treasuries, and agency securities (Ihrig, Kim, Kumbhat, Vojtech, and Weinbach 2017). As with increased levels of capital, their reduced vulnerability to runs by short-term debtholders has made the financial system more stable. As I will discuss later in this article, however, requirements on funding and liquidity need more work, perhaps considerably more.
The final ingredient for greater resilience of bank financial sheets is that banks have been required to develop and maintain rigorous risk management systems that aggregate information and monitor risk across all business lines. During the first stress test, conducted in early 2009, bank supervisors noted with dismay the serious shortcomings of many banks in quite basic risk management essentials-such as being able to identify readily the exposures of all a bank's business lines to a specific counterparty. Many banks were especially deficient in projecting and planning for tail risks. As part of the stress-testing process, supervisors required much more attention to these matters and have subsequently observed considerable improvement in these and other risk management capabilities.
An Orderly Resolution Mechanism
In many respects, creating at least the credible possibility of an orderly resolution of a large failing financial institution is the holy grail of efforts to contain the too-big-to-fail problem. If investors and counterparties believe the government would allow even the largest financial firm to fail and the government could in fact do so without endangering the financial system, three beneficial consequences would follow: the moral hazard issue of financial firms taking on excessive risk in the expectation of a government bailout would be substantially contained; crisis amplification effects arising from the prospect of serial failures would be limited; and taxpayer bailouts would be averted.
The 2010 Dodd-Frank legislation created a special insolvency mechanism under which the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation could manage a large financial firm's resolution in a manner roughly akin to its authority to resolve insured depository institutions, including access to a funding line from the Treasury to inject any needed liquidity into the failed firm. The law also required a planning process for addressing the many practical impediments to resolution, such as organizational complexity, funding shortfalls, cumbersome shared services arrangements, and the prospect that foreign authorities would not permit capital and liquidity to be moved from an American bank's foreign subsidiaries to other subsidiaries in need of resources (so-called "ring-fencing"). 4 Finally, and in further pursuit of this goal, the Federal Reserve has required the eight systemically important banking organizations to hold significant amounts of longer-term debt that is designated as available for conversion to equity in the event of a bank's failure. The joint efforts of the Federal Reserve and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) in implementing these provisions have yielded some progress in making the "rapid and orderly resolution" of a very large financial firm a credible prospect, though Goldberg and Meehl (2018) observe that the biggest US banks remain quite complex. A natural research approach in looking for evidence on this subject is to examine how cheaply large financial firms are able to raise funds. Were large firms able to raise funds more cheaply than smaller banks before the crisis, based on the expectation that a government bailout would be forthcoming if necessary? Has any such funding advantage diminished in recent years?
It is notoriously difficult to fix on a point estimate of a pre-crisis funding advantage for very large firms based on market expectations of a government bailout. However, studies of pre-crisis funding conditions such as Ueda and Weder di Mauro (2013) and Brewer and Jagtiani (2013) were consistent in finding a nontrivial positive number. More straightforward in documenting at least the perception of too-big-to-fail was the considerable "uplift" in the pre-crisis debt ratings by major ratings agencies, indicating an expectation of government support. Indeed, the dogged efforts by government authorities during the crisis to avoid outright failure of large financial firms-including government assistance-and the impact on the financial system when Lehman was allowed to fail vindicated the expectations of the market and ratings agencies that bailouts would be forthcoming.
Since the financial crisis, the ratings uplift provided by the credit agencies has dropped significantly. Cetorelli and Traina (2018) find the effective subsidy of the cost of capital of large banks, while still notable, has been reduced (mostly because of an increase in the cost of equity). On the other hand, Afonso, Blank, and Santos (2018) find that while the gap between the credit ratings of bank holding companies and operating subsidiaries has widened, as one would expect if subsidiaries are to be recapitalized using debt at the holding company level, a comparison of bond spreads between parent and subsidiaries does not show a similar narrowing. It appears, then, that the most one can say is that market indicators show a measure of progress, with some indications that investors are pricing in the possibility of failure to a greater extent.
Is an orderly resolution of a huge failed financial institution actually a practical option? My own judgment is that we are probably within shouting distance of the goal of a credible orderly resolution in the case of an idiosyncratic failure of a very large banking organization. In a situation of systemic stress, it is perhaps realistic to think we can reach a point at which the first large firm to falter in a period would be placed in resolution, followed by broad measures to inject liquidity into the whole financial system. But the risks of an untested resolution regime are real, and officials may not be willing to take even a modest chance that a systemically important firm placed into resolution would implode. Also, they may be reluctant to use the cache of convertible long-term debt to recapitalize the firm if doing so would impose losses on politically sensitive entities such as pension funds.
Officials might instead look for alternatives, such as an arranged purchase of the failing firm by a stronger bank, quite possibly with government assistance. In 2008, for example, Washington Mutual and Wachovia were both essentially depository institutions for which the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation already had statutory resolution authority, and neither had significant capital market activities carrying the potential for quick contagion. But instead of placing them into receivership under the FDIC's authority to resolve depository institutions, the government facilitated their purchase by other, healthier firms ( JP Morgan and Wells Fargo, respectively). Finally, it seems very unlikely that multiple large firms would be placed into resolution during a period of high stress. The risks to the financial system would almost surely motivate top government officials to seek ways to stabilize the system instead. In this sense, too-big-to-fail may remain with us.
Consolidating and Extending the Post-Crisis Framework
The accomplishments of post-crisis financial regulation are substantial, but they have focused mainly on addressing the vulnerabilities and risky practices of banking organizations, and mainly through the exercise of discretion by the banking agencies under quite generally stated statutory requirements or grants of authority. This raises two concerns. First, the increased resiliency of large banking organizations may become degraded over time. Second, less attention has been paid to the risks to financial stability that may arise in the "shadow banking" area-that is, nonbank financial firms that borrow and lend, but do so outside the perimeter of prudentially regulated firms-especially if their borrowing is heavily short-term.
A First Risk: Degradation of the Resiliency of Large Banking Organizations
The future degradation of the resiliency of large banking organizations is by no means foreordained, but it could arise through some combination of the sheer mass of the post-crisis regulatory structure and more-or-less intentional efforts by regulators, in whom so much discretion has been lodged. The 2010 Dodd-Frank legislation called for literally hundreds of new regulations, an approach that entailed protracted and often complicated rulemakings. Many were slowed by the novelty of the new measures, the enormous complexity of measures like the resolution planning process, and the unusual requirement that three, five, or sometimes as many as seven agencies all agree on the regulatory text. While the jury is out on whether this broader participation resulted in better rules, there is no question it stretched out the post-crisis reform efforts considerably. Indeed, eight years after the passage of Dodd-Frank, and nearly a decade after the banking agencies began to work on stronger capital and liquidity regulation, the new regulatory framework in place is still not completed, with numerous proposed regulations not having been finalized. Dodd-Frank affords substantial discretion to the regulatory agencies. The merit of this approach is that it allows for a more finely tuned and informed regulatory implementation. But it also poses real challenges for the financial regulators, faced with crafting, monitoring, and presumably modifying these regulations as conditions change. For example, core capital and liquidity regulations need continual refinement, both to combat arbitrage efforts by the banks and to adapt to new financial products and conditions. Effective stress tests require constant and timely work to refine loss functions, to guard against incentives for cross-firm asset correlation, and to incorporate scenario elements based on changing economic conditions and financial vulnerabilities.
Moreover, this agency discretion need not always result in more stringent financial rules. Discretion works in both directions, and could allow the rigor of the regulatory system to be substantially reduced without legislation. Rationalization of excessively complicated or unnecessarily burdensome regulation, which nearly everyone agrees is needed to a greater or lesser degree, 6 could morph into a troublesome deregulation. While Congress legislated some changes to DoddFrank in early 2018 that eliminated regulatory requirements for small and mid-sized banks, the banking agencies have moved toward relaxing regulation for the largest banks as well. They have proposed reductions in the leverage ratio surcharge for the eight banks designated as being of global systemic importance ( The Federal Reserve has also recently proposed integrating point-in-time and stress test capital requirements, along with some changes in stress test assumptions (Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 2018). As proposed, this step would likely increase modestly the risk-weighted requirements of the largest banks, but it would also effectively reduce leverage ratio requirements. Because the Federal Reserve provided an estimate of the impact of the change only for risk-weighted requirements and did not publicly provide an estimate of the effective decrease in leverage requirements, it is difficult to determine just how much these changes would net out in terms of total capital required for a firm. It remains to be seen whether the Federal Reserve will also respond favorably to the banks' request for reduction in the amount of the risk-weighted capital surcharges, in which case the amount of capital effectively required by the stress tests would likely decrease.
Even without changes in regulations, stress testing could be made less taxing and less useful. The Federal Reserve's Vice Chair for Supervision has indicated receptivity to various requests of banks to provide more information to the banks about the supervisory model used to calculate losses and revenues and to find a way to smooth out the impact of the stress tests on banks' required capital from year to year, because of the variation in the shocks included in the scenario (Quarles 2018b ). Both changes would make capital planning easier for banks, but would also undermine the information and regulatory value of supervisory stress tests. Depending on how these ideas are implemented, considerable reduction in the effective capital requirements of the largest banking organizations could follow. This outcome is made more likely by the vice chair's proposal to eliminate the requirement that large banks' leverage ratio be projected to remain above minimum levels post-stress, since this has been the binding constraint on several of the largest banks in each recent stress test.
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Risks of Shadow Banking
"Shadow banking" includes a broad range of nonbank intermediation activity, many forms of which pose little or no threat to financial stability. However, to the extent that post-crisis regulation makes riskier activities more costly for banks, the incentive for these activities to migrate to shadow banking grows. The resulting financial stability concerns will be most tangible where funding is potentially unstable. Of course, a run on nondeposit, "shadow" funding was a central feature of the financial crisis itself, most notably in the repo markets (Gorton and Metrick 2012). Investment banks and others had continually rolled over short-term borrowings to fund longer-term assets. When that funding abruptly dried up as the value of the collateral for that borrowing (such as mortgage-backed securities) was called into question, the effect was similar to a run on bank deposits in a prudential institution.
While this "rollover risk" associated with short-run sources of finance has been only modest in the immediate post-crisis years, there is no guarantee this will remain the case. Yet the post-crisis regulatory approach has created neither a structural solution to shadow banking-for instance, by subjecting all forms of bank-like financial intermediation to a specified regulatory framework-nor the discretionary authority that would enable at least ad hoc responses. There is no generalized authority lodged in the Fed or any other agency to regulate forms of shadow banking that might pose threats to financial stability. It is not clear that there is authority anywhere within the US government to regulate the involvement in shadow banking of certain kinds of financial institutions-including hedge funds, private equity funds, and some finance companies.
The Dodd-Frank Act did create a Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC), charged with identifying and responding to risks to financial stability. Despite this broad remit, the FSOC's authority is quite limited. Its only direct regulatory powers are the designation of nonbank systemically important financial firms for supervision by the Federal Reserve and the identification of systemically important financial market utilities and payments activities. In its early years, the FSOC designated four 7 There is continuing debate over whether it is optimal for a capital regulation framework to be designed in such a way that the leverage ratio is the binding constraint under most circumstances. But many who take the position that it generally should not be (myself included) argue that the remedy is to raise riskweighted requirements, not to lower overall capital in a bank by reducing or eliminating the leverage ratio.
nonbank financial firms as systemically important, and accordingly subject to supervision by the Federal Reserve Board. Subsequently, all have had the designation removed. With political opposition and one federal court's ill-conceived imposition of high barriers to designation, this authority may well be a dead letter for the foreseeable future (Kress 2018) .
All other statutory duties of the Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC) involve analysis, discussion, reporting, or making recommendations for action to its constituent regulatory agencies.
8 Because most voting members of an agency that do have authority to act on a specific financial stability risk are not represented on the FSOC, a conclusion by the FSOC that a regulatory measure is warranted is only the starting point for what is in effect a negotiation with that agency. The agency with the existing authority likely to be most salient in addressing shadow banking is the Securities and Exchange Commission. But at least to date, most SEC staff and Commissioners have maintained that the focus of the agency should be its explicit mandates for investor protection and market operations, and that the financial stability mandate for the SEC is quite limited. For example, money market mutual funds are widely considered to be among the ongoing forms of shadow banking that have the potential to produce runs. However, only after prolonged and contentious debate did the SEC agree that institutional funds are prohibited from maintaining a stable net asset value unless they invest only in shortduration government securities. 9 And there is some skepticism that this measure truly addresses the risk of runs from money market mutual funds. Moreover, many money market funds have apparently met these new requirements by shifting their investments from bank commercial paper to securities issued by the Federal Home Loan Bank System, which in turn lend to banks (Gordon and Gandia 2014; Anadu and Baklanova 2017). Thus, ironically, the "solution" to concerns about runs from money market funds may end up including de facto taxpayer support.
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Macroprudential Policy and Liquidity Regulation
"Macroprudential" policy refers to financial regulation formulated with a view to the health of the financial system as a whole, rather than to the health of individual firms, no matter how large. By definition, macroprudential policy measures should 8 Because the law made the Secretary of the Treasury the chair of the Council, it was perhaps inevitable that the agenda of the Financial Stability Oversight Council has been significantly weighted toward the sometimes near-term priorities of the presidential administration rather than longer-term financial stability concerns. 9 The buffer within which the fund may maintain the stable net asset value before it must "break the buck" and reflect a loss creates an incentive for investors to run so as to be insulated from the initial losses to securities held by the fund. 10 The SEC subsequently also adopted a rule requiring certain liquidity risk management practices by asset managers other than money market funds, though the effective date for that rule has now been delayed to late 2018. cover both bank and nonbank actors; thus, the limits of shadow banking regulation handicap development of macroprudential policies. The case for a macroprudential emphasis had been advanced prior to the financial crisis (Crockett 2000) , but was little heeded. As the crisis revealed the consequences of highly correlated asset holdings, shared risks, dependence on runnable short-term funding, and contagion across the financial system, regulators around the world began to invoke macroprudential aims in almost talismanic fashion.
For a number of reasons, macroprudential measures are relatively underdeveloped. While the broad conceptual case for macroprudential measures is strong, substantial analytic work is needed to translate intuitions on system-wide feedback and second-order effects into well-considered and manageable regulatory practice. For example, no real consensus has emerged on the comparative merits of macroprudential policies to increase resiliency of individual institutions versus leanagainst-the-wind efforts to prevent unsustainable increases in the price of leveraged assets. Time-varying measures, while conceptually appealing for their countercyclical potential, are especially challenging to specify.
The history of policies that were macroprudential in all but name has not been a particularly happy one in the United States. There is often political opposition to macroprudential policy from legislators and the public, who have regularly pushed back on measures to dampen economic growth in an effort to prevent or avoid relatively rare events (Elliott, Feldberg, and Lehnert 2013) . It is perhaps for this reason that, for example, no US government agency has authority to impose a maximum loan-to-value ratio on all mortgages-one of the macroprudential tools most often used in other countries (though its efficacy has been subject to debate, Claessens 2014).
11 Institutional concerns are an additional obstacle. As noted earlier, the Financial Stability Oversight Council has no real macroprudential powers, unlike some of its foreign counterparts. As a matter of expertise, the Federal Reserve is probably best equipped to implement macroprudential policies, but there are practical and political reasons not to give it yet more power over the US economy. Unsurprisingly, then, post-crisis measures with a macroprudential dimension have been directed principally at large regulated banks. The capital surcharges applicable to the eight US banking organizations of global systemic importance are calibrated to take into account the disproportionate impact the failure of one of these firms would have on the financial system as a whole. Along with the other banking agencies, the Fed has put in place a process for imposing additional countercyclical capital requirements in a time-varying fashion, though it has not to date applied such a buffer.
There are also significant macroprudential measures in the annual stress tests. The stress scenarios incorporate a few countercyclical features, such as increasing projected unemployment to a high level even when strong economic growth has brought actual unemployment to historically low ranges. The supervisory model used in the test measures the effects of stress on the balance sheets of all the larger banks at the same point in time, an approach that comes reasonably close to treating the collective assets of the banking system as a single "portfolio." Because the Fed requires banks in the stress test to have enough capital to continue lending to creditworthy borrowers even were the severe scenario to materialize, these features help ensure that recessions would not be intensified as capital-constrained banks stopped lending.
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The Financial Regulatory Reform Act of 2018, amending the 2010 Dodd-Frank legislation, may end up reducing the efficacy of this last macroprudential element. While increasing to $250 billion the dollar asset threshold at which banks would be subject to more stringent prudential requirements, the law kept banks with between $100 and $250 billion in assets subject to stress testing. However, it did so through a vaguely stated provision that seems to require less frequent, and perhaps less binding, stress testing. Depending on how the Federal Reserve implements this provision, the roughly $1.5 trillion in assets held by banks of this size may be removed from the "portfolio" of financial system assets examined annually.
While continued discussion of some form of authority over nonbank lending is worthwhile, the more pressing macroprudential issue is that of liquidity and funding regulation. It is through fragile funding structures that runs begin, and with them the makings of financial crises. A decade after the crisis, the funding profile of large banking organizations looks much healthier. There have been some modest reductions in the vulnerability of the market for repurchase agreements and some changes in the money market fund industry. But the regulatory system has not produced a cohesive set of measures to forestall some future variation on the "run on repo" that was a defining feature of 2008. Problems lie both in the shortcomings of existing liquidity regulation of banks and in the role that nonbank funding needs and practices may play under stressed conditions.
The main existing liquidity regulation, mentioned earlier, is the liquiditycoverage ratio requirement that systemically important banks maintain 30 days of self-funding. This is an important element of an effective crisis management program and, as such, it fulfills a limited macroprudential purpose. But from the very origin of the liquidity-coverage ratio a decade ago, there has been concern that the regulation could cause banks to horde their liquidity during stress periods. A bank's sensitivity to market or regulatory agency reactions to its liquidity-coverage ratio declining below minimum levels (or even declining from higher levels) may lead even the soundest banks to sit on their liquidity, rather than use it to reduce liquidity shortages of its customers and markets more generally. Thus, at least in its current configuration, the liquidity-coverage ratio may be contributing to a paradoxical situation in which better preparations for orderly resolution could amplify liquidity squeezes at the onset of a period of stress.
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The liquidity-coverage ratio is intended only to provide some breathing space for officials confronted with a potential bank failure. Liquidity strains can (and, in the 2007-2008 period, did) extend well beyond 30 days. To address longer-term funding issues, in 2016 the US banking agencies proposed a version of the "net stable funding ratio" (NSFR) developed in the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision. The Basel Committee had already diluted an earlier version of the NSFR because of concerns that its calibration would prevent banks from providing needed liquidity to customers and markets even in fairly normal times. The banking agencies may well dilute it further if they proceed with its eventual adoption. In itself, rendering the NSFR essentially superfluous may not be a bad thing, since it is not especially useful in promoting sustainable funding patterns over the longer term. It creates liquidity requirements based on a comparison of total funding expected to be available over a twelve-month period with expected total funding needs over that same period. Since funding mismatches and consequent shortages arise within much smaller time increments, the NSFR could be unnecessarily restrictive in some respects while still not preventing funding disruptions under stressed conditions.
What is needed, then, is not simply to weaken the net stable funding ratio into insignificance, but to substitute a framework that builds on the actual funding patterns of large banks and that would be an appropriate complement to capital requirements and lender-of-last resort policies by preventing too much reliance on short-term debt. To achieve this goal in an economically sensible fashion, it will be necessary to take the rest of the financial system into account. The demands on a bank's liquidity, and the availability of funding to it, are substantially dependent on the reactions of central clearing parties, hedge funds, pension funds, insurance firms, money market funds, and other asset managers. To take one example, preliminary work by researchers at both the Federal Reserve Bank of New York (Cetorelli, Duarte, and Eisenbach 2016) and the Bank of England (Baranova, Liu, and Shakir 2017) suggests that corporate bond funds of asset managers may be vulnerable to liquidity squeezes during periods of falling prices. To the extent that these and other forms of nonbank financial intermediaries create funding risks with potentially systemic consequences, it may be more efficient to require them to internalize at least some of the negative externalities they would create for the financial system under stress. Otherwise, liquidity regulation would need to make the prudentially regulated banks de facto insurers of liquidity for the nonbank actors. 13 The resolution plans of the largest banks mandated by the Dodd-Frank Act contain what is in effect a second form of quantitative liquidity requirement. To facilitate resolution in the face of possible restrictions by foreign (or even domestic) regulators on intracorporate liquidity transfers during a crisis, the Fed and the FDIC have obliged the banks to maintain minimum levels of liquidity within certain subsidiaries.
As the preceding discussion suggests, liquidity regulation is still quite under-theorized on a variety of dimensions: its relationship to capital regulation; its interaction with the expected role of the central bank as lender-of-last-resort; and its impact on financial intermediation, including the availability of safe assets. The subject is almost assuredly the major unfinished business of post-crisis reform. It should be a priority for both academic research and policy development.
The Challenge of Crisis Management
In the aftermath of the financial crisis, extraordinary measures taken by the Fed, the Federal Deposit Insurance Commission, and eventually Congress itself helped keep the financial system from freezing up and stabilized financial institutions whether prudentially regulated or not. Meanwhile, very little was done to provide direct assistance to homeowners who found themselves underwater following the precipitous decline in real estate prices. Part of the impetus-both policy and political-behind the 2010 Dodd-Frank legislation was to reduce the chance of any future "bailouts" of financial firms. One approach to this goal was to increase resilience and thus reduce the possibility that systemically important financial firms would fail at all. As noted earlier, another was to create an orderly resolution authority and a requirement for resolution planning so that large distressed financial firms could be wound up, rather than rescued.
But Congress was concerned that the government would still be tempted to offer emergency loans or other assistance to large financial firms, the prospect of which might create unacceptably high moral hazard. Thus, Dodd-Frank took additional steps to rule out such policies. It pared back some longstanding Fed authority to engage in secured lending to nonbanks during "unusual and exigent circumstances." Similarly, the discretionary authority of the Federal Deposit Insurance to guarantee the liabilities of banks other than insured deposits was made subject to Congressional ratification, which as a practical matter may mean it is not available during a crisis.
Some have drawn the opposite conclusion from the 2008-2009 experiencenamely, that the kit of crisis-fighting tools needs to be augmented rather than diminished. Former Treasury Secretary Geithner (2016) has argued that the crisis powers of the Federal Reserve and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation should be restored to their pre-Dodd-Frank state. Moreover, he argues that new powers should be created for the Fed to buy assets in a crisis (rather than just lend against them), and for the government to inject capital into failing firms.
The unpredictability of future episodes of financial stress, along with the earlier mentioned imprudence of counting too much on a resolution process to deal with problems at systemically important banks, make the current situation worrisome. Still, at present it is hard to see any agreement to add additional crisis-fighting tools. Views are strong. While the vote on the Dodd-Frank legislation as a whole was entirely partisan, a considerable number of Republicans agree that in order to assure an expectation that market discipline will be imposed on failing firms, any authority to provide extraordinary liquidity and capital during a crisis should be very limited. Thus, in the absence of a credible commitment mechanism to ensure that an enhancement of crisis-fighting tools would not be followed by relaxation of prudential requirements, there does not seem much prospect of support for new tools-even from legislators who might see their merit were the continued robustness of prudential regulation ensured. Here, then, is another example of how the extensive discretion placed in the agencies by the post-crisis regulatory approach can both advance and undercut financial stability aims. In a future crisis, government officials may face the unappealing choice of using only an inadequate set of tools or of taking action that arguably goes beyond the limits set by Congress.
Conclusion
Within the perimeter of prudentially regulated banking organizations, postcrisis financial regulation has made considerable strides, though liquidity regulation needs more work and capital requirements for the biggest banks should probably be somewhat higher. If, during the next few years, the Federal Reserve, Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, and Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation could successfully rationalize the current regulatory framework without weakening the resiliency measures applicable to the most systemically important firms, the broad post-crisis approach to those firms might be relatively durable, albeit with adjustments reflecting industry changes and electoral shifts.
Unfortunately, this outcome is far from assured, and may not even be the most likely. Regulatory agencies over the next few years may undermine the core regulation of the largest banks to the point that proponents of strong regulation will renew their search for more structural measures, or simply blunter measures, in pursuit of financial stability. When control of the Congress and Presidency shifts, as will happen at some point, such ideas will become live policy options. If the largest banks were to be the biggest beneficiaries of developments in financial and payments technology, as seems plausible, the resulting increased concentration in the banking industry could also motivate a more basic change in the post-crisis regulatory regime.
While there is at least a chance for maintaining the progress toward more resiliency for the largest banks, it is considerably harder to conjure up a benign outcome with respect to financial activity that occurs outside the perimeter of banking organizations. Recycled or new forms of shadow banking will almost surely increase over time, whether from existing nonbank financial firms or from new fintech (financial technology) entrants. Some of these will present risks to financial stability. It would be a cruel irony if the mistake of the 1980s and 1990s were repeated, and banking organizations were relieved of core regulations relating to financial stability so as to preserve their franchise value in the face of new competition. It would be crueler still if Congress and federal financial agencies were to wait for another serious financial dislocation before they turned their attention to new risks from new sources.
The argument offered by nonbank financial services firms that they should not be subject to "banking" regulation is often reasonable, but this fair point is not the same as a conclusion that no regulation is warranted. Especially with respect to shortterm funding or other business models that can produce liquidity squeezes, some system-wide regulation is needed. But with limited legal authority and the apparently exclusive focus of current regulators on deregulatory measures, the business left unfinished by post-crisis reform is likely to remain so for the foreseeable future.
